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There are times when strength is not enough.Hercules has become proud and boastful. He has
won victory after victory, he is blessed by the gods, and he has even been promised immortality.
Is it any wonder that he begins to think himself better than the frail humans who scurry to obey
his every command?But even gods are bound by the ancient prophesies, and there is one
opponent that lies waiting – bound but undefeated. This is an enemy that even mighty Zeus has
good reason to fear. An enemy that the gods themselves cannot defeat. Unless Hercules can
rediscover what it means to have the heart of a man, the king of the giants will break free and
destroy the world.Twelve challenges must be completed, and the clock is ticking. Monsters must
be fought, puzzles solved and gods confronted, but this time strength will not be enough. It will
take honour, wisdom, perseverance and, above all, friendship to win the day.A book where the
adventure never stops. Set in an era when heroes and gods still walked the earth, it will enthral
children of all ages.

About the AuthorGifts fall from heaven only in fairy tales. Walter Ulbricht I always felt and still feel
that fairy tales have an emotional truth that is so deep that there are few things that really rival
them. Alice Hoffman --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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AuthorOther Books by the AuthorIntroductionYou can skip this bit. I mean, introductions are
always a bit dull, aren’t they? However, I felt like I ought to include one, just to highlight a couple
of things I’ve added / changed in response to comments on the first edition.For a start, lots of
people told me that they loved the story but found some of the names difficult to pronounce. In
the second edition, I thought about using names that would be more familiar to the reader
(changing Perseus to Percy, for example). Somehow, however, that didn’t seem like the right
thing to do. Instead, I’ve added a pronunciation guide at the back. I’d also like to reassure
readers that exactly how you pronounce Erytheia is the last thing your children will be worrying
about when you’re reading them their bedtime story.Secondly, I’ve messed about with the story.
Not nearly as much as some authors, but probably enough to get a few people riled up. In my
defence, I’d say that my intention was to be entertaining first and educational second. I also had
to produce something that was age appropriate. However, I can’t help feeling a little guilty, so I’ve
also included a section at the back that explains the main changes.Now, there’s just a few
people I’d like to thank … What? Wait! Where are you going? Oh, okay then, let’s just get on with
the story.The Giants’ RevoltOn top of Mount Olympus sits the beautiful palace of the gods of
Ancient Greece. The slender columns that reach high into the sky are made of the finest, whitest
marble. On a sunny day they shine so brightly that any man who dared approach would be
dazzled by their beauty. Today, however, they reflected nothing but the blood red light of
countless fires. The smell of smoke invaded every room in the palace, and the sounds of battle
echoed through the great halls. The palace of the gods was under siege. An army of giants was
attacking, and looking up from where he stood on the mountainside, Hercules made a silent vow
that he would not let this beautiful building fall to such barbarians. Squaring his shoulders, he
started downwards, calculating where best to join the fight. He saw Zeus, the leader of the gods,
knock down one of the attacking giants with a thunderbolt. Zeus’ brothers, Hades and Poseidon,
lords of the underworld and the sea, fought back to back, together keeping four more giants at
bay. Artemis, the huntress, ran lightly over the rocks, skewering another giant with no less than
five arrows. The gods did not lack in skill, strength or courage, but they were still losing this
battle. The problem was that these were no ordinary giants. Protected by a sacred prophesy and
an ancient curse, they simply could not be killed.The giants came from a time long before the
age of man – and even before the gods. In those days a different kind of being, the Titans, ruled
the universe. Although some of the Titans were noble and just, their ruler, Cronus, was nothing



but evil. It was even said that he ate his own children. Zeus and his brothers defeated Cronus,
but with his dying breath, the king of the Titans set a terrible curse on them.“The giants shall rise
and destroy you, Zeus, and all your brothers,” he said, “Even with all your might combined, you
will not be able to stop them. They will have only one weakness, and you will never find it. I also
make this unbreakable prophesy. It will take the strength of a god to defeat the giants, but only
one with the heart of a man can conquer them.”Zeus did the only thing that he could, faced with
this prophesy that foretold his certain death … he cheated. In disguise, he made his way to
Thebes, one of the great cities of Ancient Greece, and stealthily entered the king’s palace. On
the very night he arrived, the queen gave birth. A prince, it was said, who would be heir to his
father’s throne. Waiting until the celebrations had died down and the palace was quiet, Zeus
crept into the nursery. To his dismay, he found that there was not one, but two babies – both baby
boys. How would he decide between them? Which one would grow up to be his champion?
While he stood looking in confusion from one cradle to the other, there was a noise from outside
– a crow cawing in the night. The babies woke, and while one set up a wailing fit to wake the
palace, the other smiled at Zeus and reached out his little arms towards the god. This was
enough. Moving quickly but calmly, Zeus placed his hand on the baby’s head and chanted
several powerful spells. Then he fed to the baby a spoonful of ambrosia, the special food of the
gods. By the time the nurse, woken by the wailing, had entered the nursery, Zeus had
disappeared out of the window and was on his way back to Olympus.Hercules was the son of a
king and a queen. Raised as a prince, he was taught all the skills he would need to rule over the
people when it was his turn to take the throne. His earthly parents loved him, but Zeus also
looked on him as a son, watched over him and visited often – always in disguise. By the time
news of the giants’ revolt reached Olympus, Hercules had grown into a fine young man. He was
skilled in the use of all the weapons of war – especially the bow – but equally at home plucking
the strings of a lyre. It was true that some found him proud, with a quick temper that often burst
like a storm over some unlucky servant, but he was a prince – this kind of behaviour was to be
expected. Hercules himself saw how he outpaced his luckless brother, and the praise he
received from all directions seemed to confirm his superiority. Naturally, he began to feel that he
was destined for something greater than merely ruling a Greek city state, so when Zeus finally
revealed himself and asked for help in defeating the giants, Hercules did not think to consider
himself lucky to have been chosen. Rather, he considered that this was the natural order of
things – that it was inevitable.During the years of Hercules’ childhood, Zeus had not been idle.
Cronos had mentioned that the giants would have only one weakness, so Zeus had searched far
and wide for anyone who might know what this was. Finally, from the far north, whispered stories
came to Zeus’ ear. Stories about a special herb that, used in the right way, would stop the giants
in their tracks. He dispatched sharp-eyed eagles, swift winged swallows and crafty crows to
scour the earth in search of this herb. Poseidon sent his subjects to search all the corners of his
kingdom under the waves, and Hades released the demons of Tartarus to travel all the
passageways of the underworld. All this activity brought no results, and the giants came ever



closer to Olympus. When it became clear that the mountain would soon be surrounded, Zeus
knew he must fetch Hercules, his champion, before it was too late. The situation that greeted
them as they returned to Olympus, therefore, was bleak. There was no word from the searchers
– the herb had not been found – and the giants were fast approaching.When Zeus and Hercules
entered the palace, the gods were gathered in a disorderly council. Ares, the god of war, was
doing his best to bring focus to the meeting.“The enemy is at our walls,” he said, “Even now they
take position on the surrounding hilltops, preparing to hurl fire and rock against us. We must go
out to meet them in battle.”Now he drew his sword and raised his shield, his voice ringing in the
large hall.“Let us show these giants what it is to suffer the anger of the gods!”Hercules was
greatly impressed by this speech and by the fine figure of Ares in his full battle armour. Zeus,
however, had a wiser head on his shoulders.“The giants cannot hurt us with their sticks and
stones,” said Zeus, “You will see that the walls of Olympus are stronger than they look, yet as
things stand today, we cannot harm the giants. We have one half of the cure, but not the other.”At
this mention, all eyes turned to Hercules. He was no stranger to the members of the council.
They had all visited him during his childhood, in various disguises, with lessons or help in time of
need. Now each of them hoped that they had done enough to prepare this man for the
superhuman task he must perform. Hercules, for his part, showed no surprise at seeing
childhood teachers and friends now revealed as gods – hadn’t he always known that he was
destined for greatness? He simply unslung his bow and his club and prepare to speak.“Even
though we do not have the herb,” he said, addressing the room, “I cannot believe that such a
company as this will ever know defeat, but if I am wrong, I can think of no greater honour than to
fight and die as one of your number.”As the gods were cheering this noble speech, one of Zeus’
eagles returned and landed on its master’s arm. In the screeching language of the birds, it
explained that the magical herb had been found. It was decided that Hercules should go to
harvest as much of this plant as possible, while the gods would go out to battle the giants. He
borrowed the winged sandals that allowed Hermes, the messenger of the gods, to fly as fast as
a bird. Then the eagle guided him to the desolate island where the herb grew. There was a
pitifully small amount, but Hercules harvested every last morsel before heading back.Although it
seemed to him that he had not been away for long, when he returned to Olympus the situation
had changed dramatically … and for the worse. So, he was faced with his choice – where to join
the fight and how to help the gods, who were slowly but surely being pressed back towards their
palace. The most urgent matter, however, was to find a way to release the secret power of the
herb.First, he tried rubbing it on his arrows, but although he scored many direct hits on the
giants, there was no slowing of their attack. After this, he tried everything he could think of. He
rubbed the herb on himself, on the giants and on one or two of the gods. No effect. He tried
chewing a tiny piece, then he knocked down a giant and put some in its mouth. Nothing. He even
tried wearing some in his hair. The only thing that changed was that he had less and less of the
precious herb left, and there was no way to get more. His patience was exhausted. The gods
were fighting in a tight ring around the top of Mount Olympus, and they were tiring. Hercules saw



Ares smashed to the ground by one giant, barely scrambling away in time to avoid its clutches.
Grasping a sliver of the herb between his thumb and forefinger, he glowered down as if it were
deliberately trying to trick him.“What use are you?” he shouted at the small green stalk, “Why
was I sent to the ends of the earth for you when you do nothing?”As Hercules shouted, his
knuckles grew white and his hand shook as his tremendous strength was applied to this one tiny
shred he held. It was too much, and with a popping sound that seemed too loud for its size, the
herb was crushed to dust. Hercules recoiled as a thin trail of smoke curled up from between his
fingers. Even at arm’s length, the smell of this was overpowering. Hercules felt his head spin and
his limbs lock in place. Clamping his mouth shut, he held his breath, watching the smoke waver
and dissolve in the air. Now he knew the secret, but there was so little of the herb left – he
wondered if it would be enough.The sound of cruel laughter coming from nearby made him put
these thoughts aside. One of the giants had grabbed the goddess Athene and was crushing her
in a bear hug. The other gods would have rushed to her aid, but they were too busy fighting for
their own lives. Hercules realised that this was now down to him. He would have to beat this
giant – and many more like it – but not a flicker of doubt crossed his mind. He raced over and,
jumping high into the air, landed a terrific blow on the side of the giant’s head. Surprised and
dizzy, the giant dropped Athene, who fell to the ground and stood gasping for breath. Now
Hercules swept his club at the giant’s legs, catching it just above the ankles and sending it
crashing to the ground. Leaping atop his foe’s huge chest, Hercules grasped a morsel of the
herb, as before, between his thumb and forefinger. With all his might he squeezed, popping the
herb right under the giant’s nose. The enormous face registered a moment of surprise, and then
it froze. A milky greyness flowed along its body and into its limbs – from the head to the toes and
fingers. When it was finished, Hercules found himself standing, not on a giant, but on a piece of
rock. His enemy had been turned to stone and would, now and forever, be a part of the
mountain.Athene, who had seen this transformation, directed Hercules to other parts of the fight.
One by one, and working with the other gods and goddesses, they disabled the giants for long
enough for Hercules to use the herb and turn them to stone. With each giant that was defeated,
the work grew easier until all the gods together faced just one remaining enemy – the leader of
the giants, Alcyoneus. Although he was outnumbered, he was in no mood to give in. Twice as big
as any of the other giants, Alcyoneus fought ferociously – sometimes even driving the gods
back. Finally, Hercules and Artemis, working together, pinned him down with a shower of arrows.
Then Zeus blasted Alcyoneus to the ground with a thunderbolt. Victory in sight, Hercules ran up
to the giant’s huge head and … nothing. The herb had run out. There was none left, and now
there was no way on earth to defeat this monster.Working quickly, before the giant could regain
his strength, the gods brought heaps and coils of strong chains, wrapping him tightly so that he
could not move. Nevertheless, when Alcyoneus awoke, he strained so hard that the metal
groaned and some of the links began to bend. The gods stepped back from the writhing mass,
readying their weapons. They looked determined enough, but Hercules could see fear in some
of the eyes – here was something that the gods themselves could not vanquish. Zeus, however,



showed no fear. He had a plan.“Hephaestus!” called the ruler of Olympus, and one of the gods
stepped forward. By his appearance, you would have thought little of him. His legs were crooked,
and he walked with difficulty. His clothes were shabby, showing burns and singe marks all over.
Only his arms looked like they had any strength to them. His arms … and his eyes, which glowed
with intelligence as if they carried in them the very fire from the forges that he loved so much. For
Hephaestus was a blacksmith and a craftsman as skilled as any the world will ever
see.“Hephaestus,” said Zeus again, “we need stronger chains, and quickly. Go to your forge with
all speed … and take Hercules. His strength will be needed on the bellows – your fire will have to
be at its hottest.”Then Zeus turned to address the other gods, his voice booming across the
mountainside.“There is a rock at the very centre of the earth, sunk deep in the roots of the world.
We will take this giant there and imprison him in chains, forever. Come, help me carry him.”While
the rest of the gods heaved, dragged and carried the struggling Alcyoneus down into the
deepest parts of the earth, Hephaestus led Hercules back to the palace on Olympus. Through
the grand and elegant rooms they went, and on until he was greeted by a most unexpected
sight. There, in the middle of the palace, was a truly amazing workshop and, at its heart, burned
the largest forge Hercules had ever seen. The walls were lined with every kind of tool
imaginable, from gigantic hammers to tweezers small enough to draw a splinter from an ant’s
foot. Hercules was thinking about what marvellous constructions could be made in a workshop
like this when, with a whirring and clanking noise, two golden figures appeared. They stopped in
front of Hephaestus and bowed.“Master, we are ready to assist you,” they said, speaking
together as if they were one being with two bodies.“We need chains,” said Hephaestus, without
so much as a ‘hello’ or a ‘please’, “They must be the strongest I have ever made.”He thought for
a second before continuing.“And we will need spikes. Spikes that can be driven into the hardest
rock and be capable of holding fast for eternity.”The two golden people began to move around
the workshop, preparing everything that was needed. They worked at great speed and with
never a word between them.“You,” Hephaestus now turned to Hercules, “get on that bellows. You
need to keep pumping until the fire is white hot.”Hercules stood his ground.“I am not one of your
slaves to be ordered about in such a manner,” he growled.Hephaestus gave him a hard look,
and the two locked eyes for what seemed like minutes – certainly enough time for Hercules to
remember that he was talking to a god. Finally, Hephaestus gave a small laugh, like a
cough.“Very well, brother Hercules,” he said, most courteously, “please would you man the
bellows, and if we work together well, we may forge these new chains in time to save the rest of
our family from destruction by that unstoppable giant.”Hercules felt the sting in these words, but
also the honey. His mind turned as he pulled on the bellows – ‘brother’, Hephaestus had said,
and ‘family’. Was he part of the family of the gods? Was he a son of Zeus?Such thoughts,
however, were soon driven out of his mind by sheer exhaustion because, for the next few hours,
Hercules worked harder than he had ever done before. The bellows felt light enough when he
first pulled down the enormous handle – driving air into the heart of the forge and making the fire
crackle with life – but within an hour the repetition felt like torture. To make the fire hot enough,



Hephaestus had explained, the flow of air must be fast, even and constant. He made Hercules
chant these words to the rhythm of his work, so that the man’s movements would become as
mechanical and regular as those of the golden figures. Hercules watched them buzz about the
workshop as he pulled on the bellows and repeated the words.‘Fast’ – heave.‘Even’ –
heave.‘Constant’ – heave.“That’s right! That’s it!” shouted Hephaestus. With his face lit by the
brightening fire, he looked just like a demon escaped from the underworld, “Another hour like
that and it should be hot enough.”Hercules doubted that he could keep going for more than a
minute. He longed to stop this tedious work, which was more suited to a slave than a prince.
Then he remembered that Zeus himself had set this task. If he was successful in this difficult
work, on top of everything else he had done that day, surely such exceptional service would be
worthy of an exceptional reward. So, Hercules kept on until the pain that burnt through his arms
felt as though it would shatter his whole body and the air in the workshop grew almost too hot to
breathe. Then, suddenly, it was over. Hercules did not know how it had been done, but both
chains and spikes were finished. If he thought he could rest, however, he was sorely
mistaken.“You must take these chains to the centre of the earth,” said Hephaestus, indicating the
cooling pile of metal links, “and the spikes too … and my largest hammer.”Hercules despaired of
being able to carry such a load, and his anger rose up inside him. Then he thought of the great
reward he would be due for all his efforts, and he managed to control himself. There was one
point, however, that Hercules could not resist making.“And you?” he sneered at Hephaestus,
“Will you be taking your leisure here in the palace whilst I do all the work?”The god of the forge
made no reply. He simply gave Hercules a weary look, as if he was quite used to such cruel
words. Now Hercules looked at Hephaestus properly for the first time. They had both been
working hard for hours, but Hephaestus had been in front of the forge, facing the full heat of the
fire. His face was blackened, and his hair singed. His body looked as wilted as an unwatered
plant. At some point he had changed from his robes into a tough leather apron for protection
against flying sparks, so now his legs were bare. Hercules saw that they were all twisted and
mangled. The only thing that allowed Hephaestus to stand at all was a mechanism of golden
rods attached to the damaged limbs at ankle, knee and hip. Hercules lowered his eyes but could
not bring himself to apologise.“You would only slow me down,” he muttered, trudging over to
gather the chains, stakes and hammer. Then a thought struck him.“How am I to find the way?” he
asked Hephaestus.“Only a few hours ago the gods of Olympus dragged a struggling giant along
the path,” Hephaestus answered, “Just keep heading downwards, and follow the signs of
mayhem.”Sure enough, the trail was as easy to follow as that of a herd of stampeding elephants,
and Hercules was soon heading down through the dark ways that still survive deep underneath
the surface of the earth – going deeper even than the realm of Hades. The path was long,
difficult and treacherous, but Hercules had some help. Firstly, the chains made by Hephaestus
gave off a ghostly light – evidence of their magical nature – making it possible to see in the
underground darkness. Secondly, he still wore the winged sandals of Hermes. Although he
could not fly with his heavy load, the sandals at least gave speed to his feet and, when once or



twice a chasm blocked the path, they allowed him to leap surprising distances. Consequently, it
was not long after the gods had arrived that Hercules also reached the centre of the
earth.Hercules immediately saw the good sense of Zeus’s plan. The rock that stood here was
enormous, dwarfing the group of gods and even the mighty figure of Alcyoneus – who lay on the
ground, still wrapped in his chains like a caterpillar in its cocoon. Furthermore, the rock was
rooted and pressed in on all sides by the earth itself. Anyone who would move this rock would
have to have the strength to move the whole world.“Hercules,” called Zeus, seeing him
approach, “you have brought the chains. Good. Now we must secure them to the rock, ready to
imprison the giant. We need them in these five places to hold his legs, arms and head. Ares,
come and exercise your sword arm by hammering in this spike.”Ares lifted the hammer, swung it
in an easy arc and struck an enormous blow to the head of the spike. The metal quivered and
sang, but it did not penetrate the rock – not by the tiniest amount. Ares tried two more times then
threw the hammer to the ground in disgust. All the other gods took their turn to try and hammer
in the spikes, but none was successful – not even Zeus himself. Hades failed right at the start,
being unable to lift the hammer, and he shot a furious look at Hercules, who was laughing
behind his hand. As the Lord of the Underworld passed by Hercules, he hissed in his ear.“You
may be the favourite now, but remember that you are mortal – one day you will die. When that
day comes, your spirit will travel to my realm and you will be in my power. So, enjoy your laughter.
I will pay you back for it soon enough.”The sound of that evil, ghostly voice chilled Hercules as
much as the words themselves, and he shivered as he stepped forward to try his strength
against the spikes and the rock. He knew that he would not fail. He felt invincible, and he was not
going to be put off by some weakling like Hades. He lifted the hammer and swung it, two-
handed, at the spike. It made a whooshing sound as it cut through the air and then a clang as it
hit the spike, which sank deep into the rock. The gods cheered, but to Hercules it felt wrong. The
spike had gone through the rock as if it were butter, and he wondered if it would really hold firm.
He gave it a pull and then a heave, but the spike was immovable. If he could get in a few more
like that, then no power in the universe would dislodge them.Once Hercules had finished fixing
the spikes, there was an almighty struggle to bring Alcyoneus to the rock and to chain him there.
More than once, he threatened to break free, and all the gods together were needed to restrain
him, but there was never any doubt about how it would end. The leader of the giants was
chained at the centre of the earth, and the gods prepared to return, in victory, to Olympus. If only
they had returned straight away, and if only Hercules had left immediately for Thebes, then the
rest of this story would not need telling, but Hercules was greedy for his reward.“Father Zeus,” he
called out, a crafty glint in his eye, “I know that many call you ‘father’, but it seems now – after our
great adventure together – to have more meaning to me than ever before. Even when you visited
me in disguise, I felt a special love for you, and now I know why.”Here, Hercules paused and
dropped his head, shaking it sadly.“I only wish,” he continued, “that I could serve you, as your
devoted champion, forever.”Hades stared daggers at Hercules when he spoke these words,
knowing very well that he was only looking for a reward, but Zeus was delighted to be addressed



in this way by the hero of the hour.“Do not be sad, my son,” replied the ruler of the gods, “for you
shall have your wish, but not as a simple champion. You shall call me father, and I shall call you
son, and you shall have your own place in the great banqueting hall of Olympus.”Now, as he
spoke these words, it appeared to Zeus that the spikes that held Alcyoneus shivered in the rock,
and the voice of Cronus seemed to sound in his ears: ‘Only one with the heart of a man can
conquer the giants’. Seeing that his hasty words might have broken the prophesy, Zeus thought
quickly. He had made a promise to Hercules, but Hercules would still have to live and die as a
man – with the heart of a man.“I ask only one thing from you, before you ascend to Olympus,”
Zeus added quickly. Hercules nodded eagerly, so Zeus continued, “Return to the world of men
and live your mortal life in such a way as will bring glory to my name. When your mortal part is
dead, then I will lift you up as a god.”Even though he would have to wait for his reward, to be
made a god was more than Hercules could have wished for in his wildest dreams. He knelt
before Zeus and pledged his eternal loyalty. Zeus, in his turn, was touched by the devotion of his
new son. He congratulated himself on his good judgement when, all those years ago, he had
chosen between the two babies. The only one who did not join in the celebrations was Hades.
He slunk back to his underground palace, muttering foul curses and plotting his revenge on the
upstart mortal.The Madness of HerculesHercules returned triumphant from his adventures with
Zeus and their defeat of the giants. Everything might still have been alright if only Hercules had
been wise and humble, but instead he was boastful and proud. Because he would one day be a
god, he thought that he was better than everyone else and destined to be king of the world. This
was confirmed, as far as Hercules was concerned, when he was made king of the city of
Thebes. He went to war with his neighbours again and again, creating a huge empire but
causing great suffering in the process. Even when he was not fighting, he sat in his palace and
plotted ever larger conquests.As time went by, Hercules began to think of himself more and
more as a god, and less and less as a man. He started to be suspicious of everyone around him,
even his own family. Then, one night, a terrible madness came over him. He dreamt that he was
Cronos, chief of the Titans. He believed that his own children were plotting to kill him and take
his throne. With all reason gone, Hercules took his sword and hunted through the palace for his
twelve sons. Warned by their mother, the boys ran or hid as best they were able, while Hercules
stalked the corridors intent on their murder. The eleven older boys were fast or crafty enough to
avoid their father, but the youngest didn’t realise the terrible danger. With a smile on his face and
his little arms open wide he walked towards his beloved parent, blind to the murderous look that
was in those familiar eyes. Hercules raised his sword to strike down his son, but before he could
deal the fatal blow, there was a terrible earthquake that knocked him off his feet and almost
brought the palace tumbling down. At last, Hercules regained his senses. Remembering what he
had been about to do, he threw his sword to the ground. He fled the palace, his city and his
empire, and overcome with remorse for his crimes, wandered into the wilderness with only an
old lion-skin cloak to cover him.For almost a year Hercules wandered alone, trying to understand
what had happened to him. He had had it all, but his own pride and foolishness had cost him



everything. Now the idea of becoming a god seemed like a curse, endless years in which to
regret what he had done and to torture himself with thoughts of how easily he could have kept
the things that he had lost. After suffering much hardship and spending weeks alone with his
thoughts, Hercules realised that his new life was all that he deserved. In fact, he decided, it was
better than he deserved, and he should never hope for anything more. The next day, as soon as
he was awake, he decided that he would devote the rest of his life to good deeds. Immediately
he felt better and set off with a new purpose. Before long he met an old woman sitting by the
road and rubbing her feet.“Young man,” she said, “please let me travel with you. These roads are
dangerous, and travelling together would be safer, even with a companion as thin and weak as
you.”Hercules’ brow creased with anger, and his eyes flashed fire. ‘How dare you!’ he was about
to shout, ‘I am Hercules, immortal hero, saviour of the gods and scourge of the giants.’ But then
he remembered his new resolution to do good deeds, and all he said was:“Very well. Let us
travel together.”An hour later and they had not gone very far. The old woman went slowly,
needed frequent rests and talked constantly.“Old woman,” said Hercules at last, struggling to
control his impatience, “we’ll never get anywhere at this rate. Can you go no faster?”“I could go
as quickly as you,” said the old woman, “if you would carry me on your back.”Hercules agreed,
thinking it would be easy to carry a little old lady, but the woman was surprisingly heavy. What is
more, her sharp knees and elbows dug into him, so that after only a few minutes his sides were
bruised and sore. Anyone else could not have carried her for long, but Hercules was strong,
determined and quite used to physical discomfort. Most importantly, they were now travelling at
a better speed, and after a few more minutes, Hercules relaxed enough to start chatting to the
woman. By evening he found that he had told the stranger on his back almost everything about
himself and the terrible things that he had done.“It sounds like you behaved very poorly,” said the
old woman once they had stopped for the night and pitched camp.Hercules could only nod
agreement, and then he said, “I’d do anything if only I could make up for a small part of what I’ve
done wrong.”That night Hercules had strange and terrible dreams. He dreamt that the leader of
the giants, Alcyoneus, had broken his bonds and was even now heading back to the surface of
the world. Then a stillness came over him, and the great god Zeus appeared to Hercules.“My
son,” said Zeus, “it was foretold that a mortal man would defeat the giants. Now that prophesy
hangs in the balance, and Alcyoneus fights to free himself from his chains. Only you can put this
right. I cannot help you, but I can tell you how you can help yourself. You must go to Troezen and
offer yourself as a servant to Pittheus, the philosopher king. You will serve him for a year and a
day, and he will give you twelve challenges. If you complete the challenges in the time given,
then the prophesy will be fulfilled and the world will be saved. If you fail, or the year and the day
run out, then Alcyoneus will break free from his chains. He will destroy the gods and leave the
earth in ruins.”Hercules was woken by the old woman prodding him in the stomach with a bony
finger.“Wake up, lazy,” she said, “I’ve been up for hours, and I’ve got a fire going already. Do you
think you’re good enough with that bow to get us something for breakfast?”Hercules had to
count to ten in order to keep his temper. ‘Don’t you know that I am the greatest archer in the



world?’ he wanted to snap back, but instead he simply nodded, picked up his bow and headed
for a nearby wood.“And don’t be long,” shouted the old woman after him, “I want to be in Troezen
by nightfall.”Of course, Hercules was not long, and he was so impatient to begin his challenges
that he ran all the way to Troezen with the old woman on his back. When they arrived, he happily
bid her farewell and hurried to present himself at the palace. There he begged for an audience
with Pittheus, saying that Hercules had come to offer his services to the king, but two guards on
horseback blocked his way at the palace gate. They didn’t seem to believe him.“Hercules? A
likely story! No one has seen him for over a year. They say he’s gone mad or been killed.
Probably you’re a trickster dressed up in a stolen lion skin, intending to swindle money out of our
kind king.”“Could a trickster do this?” asked Hercules, and he lifted both horses clean off the
ground, riders and all. The guards’ faces went very pale, and they were a lot more polite when
Hercules put them down. One of them dismounted, bowed and disappeared into the palace,
only to return a few minutes later, asking Hercules to follow him inside.Through many rooms,
courtyards and gardens they passed. Each one made Hercules think how wise, generous and
gifted this philosopher king must be. Here, there was a group of wise men, sitting by a fountain
and discussing what power kept clouds floating in the sky. Next, a room made entirely of mirrors,
so that one candle lit it as brightly as a summer’s day. Then, a room turned into a hospital for the
town’s sick children. After that, a group of warriors, arguing fiercely over the best length for a
sword. They fell silent as Hercules passed, eyeing his lion-skin cloak with suspicion and awe.“A
short sword for a soldier fighting in formation,” said Hercules, without pausing or looking towards
them, “A long sword for a hero fighting alone.”As soon as he left the room, he heard the
argument break out again, the voices louder than before, as they debated his statement. Soon,
however, the noise was left behind, and Hercules was led into a comfortable room containing
soft cushions, a table heaped with food and a large bath. But what really fixed Hercules’
attention was the old woman sitting in a corner of the room with a glass of wine in one hand and
a chunk of bread in the other.“You!” thundered Hercules, “What are you doing here?”But when
the old lady spoke it was with quite a different voice from the one Hercules remembered.“I do
apologise for my trickery,” said the woman, in the refined tones of a gentleman, “but it was
necessary for a greater purpose.”Slowly, she peeled off a false nose, lifted off a wig and washed
off the layers of dirt. Before long Hercules was staring at the face of King Pittheus himself, who
now continued to explain:“You see, I prayed to Zeus for a hero to help me with a certain problem.
He then appeared to me in a dream and told me that, if I went out into the wilderness, a hero
would appear. The disguise was my idea. Once I realised that the hero was Hercules, I had to be
sure that you were no longer under the power of the madness before I could reveal myself to
you.”“That explains why you were so heavy for an old woman.” chuckled Hercules, “Now, to
business. You see, Zeus also appeared to me in a dream. I therefore offer myself as your servant
for a year and a day. I stand ready to complete your twelve challenges.”“Twelve?” said Pittheus in
surprise, “There’s a mystery, for I have only one. No doubt mighty Zeus can see other troubles in
my future. But please, don’t stay standing. Sit, eat, wash off the dust of the road, and I will tell



you of your first challenge.”The First ChallengeThe Nemean LionSome weeks ago, explained
Pittheus, a meteor was seen shooting across the sky and leaving a fiery trail. It came to earth on
a mountainside near a town called Nemea, landing with a huge bang and a flash of light. Soon
afterwards, a young shepherd disappeared. A search party was sent out, but only one man
returned alive. He was terrified out of his mind, talking about a lion that no weapon could harm.
After this, the lion was seen regularly, and wherever the lion went, people died. No one in the
kingdom was brave enough to hunt the lion, so Pittheus had prayed to Zeus to send a hero.“Your
first challenge,” finished Pittheus, “is to kill the Nemean Lion. Furthermore, you must bring its skin
back to Troezen so everyone can see that it is dead.”Hercules set off the next morning and
arrived two days later at a village called Cleonae, which is close by Nemea. There he looked for
somewhere to stay, but the people were frightened of him. They locked their doors and would
not come out. Just as he was about to give up and go to sleep in the open, a builder named
Molochus offered to let Hercules stay at his house. The lion had killed his son, so he wanted it
dead more than anyone. He offered to kill and cook a whole sheep for Hercules, to give him
strength for the battle ahead, but Hercules told him to let the sheep live.
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